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HAVING A CLEAR
VISION, WE PUT
YOUR BRAND
FRONT AND
CENTER.
With creative and customised photography and video
strategies, your brand will surely get noticed.
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About 
Brand Nuwe 

Brand Nuwe was created during the
pandemic from a business that was doing
the same thing (photography, video and
graphic creation) but on a personal level
capturing the special moments that tell the
stories of every individuals life moments.

We decided to take all we had learnt and
mastered and create a dedicated space
just for businesses and entrepreneurs to
create visuals that represent the brand in
a holistic way.

We are an example of a brand that
decided in one of the hardest times of our
business we would show up and be seen.

Our Motto: If they can't see you, they
can't buy you. 

 



OUR SERVICE

Photography Photography is not only a creative way to showcase your brand
but it's your first impression and visual representation without
saying a word. We offer a few options that can help you to show
up and be seen.

Creative Content
Video 

A content creator produces entertaining or educational material
that caters to the interests and challenges of your target audience.
The content we look to produces come in many forms, including
vlog posts, videos, commercials, and infographics to be used
across all your touch points. Today, especially online it is vital that
you are showing up and been seen in your field as progressive,
engaging and creative.



Photography & Video
Head Shots - Headshots is a digital portrait in which we focus on the persons image from the shoulders up to the facial

features. The images are usually for professional profile used on social media, online profiles, the 'about us
page' or a corporate website and promotional pictures that represent your brand. Add a video message to
give your audience a personal touch to your brand.

Personal Brand Shoots

A brand photoshoot is a photoshoot that's centred around your brand persona, this could be your personal
image, your business image or both. The photoshoot is a pre-planned photoshoot where we're determining
the purpose of all images for where each image is used. These images should be considered for all online
and offline values. We're asking how to bring the brand to life, and how you want people/ your audience to
feel and perceive your brand based on those images. Use video to tell your audience more about how you
started the brand and give a deeper dive into how they can expect to feel when using the brand service.



NEXT

Head Shoots Price plan

Studio - £55 
Location - £55 (plus travel fee)  
Professional finished images (5x images)

Add Video - £355
Headshots with video branding messaging. 
Great for websites and youtube intros

                    



NEXT

Portraits Shoots Price plan

Studio - £155 
Location - £155 (plus travel fee)  
Professional finished images (5x images)

Add Video - £355
Headshots with video branding messaging. 
Great for websites and youtube intros

                    



NEXT

Personal Brand Shoot
Price plan

Studio - £650 
Location - £600 (plus travel and location hire
fee if required)

add video - £500
This is a full content creation day. We will go trough a full
breakdown of:-

Outfit choices
Location (may incur extra cost)
Scripted videos
and creative content.
no minimum amount of images 
(collection guarantee)

                



NEXT

Social Media Package Price plan

Social Media campaign Post 
£30 static each
£50 animated each

Static Pack 5 £100
Animated Pack 5 £200

Static Pack 10 £240
Animated Pack 10 £390

Content Creation
Static Graphic work starts from £30
Animated Graphic Starts from £50

Business cards
Flyers
Documents
Social Media post
Web design

Social media is the easiest way for your audience to see you and
your brand, however it is also important to ensure you don't leave it
to chance to get the right audience buy from you.

You have two different audiences and knowing which one to
address through your visuals is important.



Website design Package
Have a professional space to send your prospected buys is vital for that sale. I can
help you create a place on the web to start your brand home on the world wide web.

Starting from  £150

Course 
Offers
Bookings System



Brand Nuwe by Just Nevaeh

Every project is undertaking on it’s individuality. We spend the first hour in our consultation
session to learn more about you and your business. Our packages can be tailored to suit your
needs. Never stuck in our approach and innovated in our thinking is why we are fast becoming
the go to for visual creation.

NEXT



Contact Us
www.justnevaeh.com 
07940499934

Get Brand
Nuwe
Thinking
with Just
Nevaeh

contact@justnevaeh.com

We look forward to working with you 
Instagram @justnevaeh @brandnuwe
Facebook @justnevaeh18 @getbrandnuwe
LinkedIn @Brand Nuwe


